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Spy Camera Packages

This section contains full spy camera systems for body worn, portable and other hidden camera deployment situations.

The Perfect Solution
Rather than leave the hard work of selecting matching items to our customers, here at Spy Equipment UK we have
taken the hard work out of creating the perfect system by grouping together spy cameras and recording systems that
work in perfect synergy. These spy camera packages are absolutely ideal for Private Investigators engaged in
undercover surveillance work, for Mystery Shoppers who want suitable professional body worn and portable solutions to
conduct their regular covert tasks with ease and for any other serious covert surveillance customers who want the
perfect solution in one!
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Bag Camera Ultimate Package
The Bag Camera Ultimate Package is law
enforcement grade evidence gathering tool with
time/date stamping and full high definition quality video
capability. A must for surveillance professionals
including Mystery Shoppers and Private Investigators.

Product Code: BAGC

£459.00 (exc. VAT)

£550.80 (inc. VAT)

The Ultimate Bag Camera/DVR package is law enforcement grade
evidence gathering tool with time/date stamping and top-end quality
video capability. This bag with portable spy camera is used for Mystery
Shoppers, Private Investigators and other surveillance professionals.

Compact Bag - Totally Covert Camera
The superb bag camera is fitted with a super high-quality CMOS, 0.03
lux covert camera unit that provides super-sharp imagery and vivid
colours and includes a high gain microphone. This covert camera unit
fitted with a wide angle (78 degrees) lens which makes it very easy to
obtain the required shot even at close range. The portable spy camera
is located in one end of the compact shoulder bag, cleverly built into the
zip thereby making it almost impossible to see with the naked eye. The
camera is powered from the recording unit, which itself has a
rechargeable lithium Ion battery pack, which is also changeable, which
makes it simple for quick redeployment (see drop down for spare
battery pack).

Record Broadcast Quality Video with A
Portable Spy Camera
The Â MP4 Recorder features a maximum resolution of 1920 x 1080
(1080P HD Mode) and an SD recording system that supports SDHC
Cards up to 32GB (16GB supplied as standard). This quality unit has a
built in colour LCD screen with touch screen menu system for easy
playback of recorded footage and adjustment of recording settings
should this be required. The recorder can be removed entirely from the
bag if required or the SD card removed for playback of the footage on a
computer screen. Video footage captured by this portable spy camera is
classified as broadcast quality and has time/date water

Features
Features of this Bag with Portable Spy
Camera
1/2.9? progressive CMOS Sensor
Sensor Resolution: 2000 x 1121 –
0.03Lux full digital camera
Wide lens angle: 78 degrees (wide
angle)
Bag camera unit is powered
directly from the HD MP4 unit
Digital
Picture
Resolution:
(H)1920x(V)1080
HD MP4 Features
Removable MP4 unit with inbuilt
SD card recording system
3inch TFT LCD High resolution
screen (with touch screen menu)
Clear display for reviewing video
and also positioning camera
aspect
High definition recording 1920 X
1080 at 30 frames per second
(considered real time)...

Please note that more information available online.
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Button Camera Ultimate Package
The Ultimate High Quality Button Camera/DVR
package is law enforcement grade evidence gathering
tool with time/date stamping and full HD quality video
capability that is ideal for Mystery Shoppers and
Private Investigators.

Product Code: ULTB

£342.00 (exc. VAT)

£410.40 (inc. VAT)

This is our ultimate 1080p high definition button camera with MP4
recorder package. Producing pin-sharp imagery and with superb audio
clarity, this versatile package is the ideal body-worn choice for
surveillance professionals.

Professional Grade HD Camera
The superb button camera is a high quality 1100 TV lines CMOS unit
giving super-sharp imagery and vivid colours. This is fitted with a wide
angle (78 degree) lens which will be easily wide enough to keep subject
matter in view for face to face work. The auto-focus on the camera can
even read reasonable sized prints at close range. The camera has an
exceptionally low light capability making it useful for recording in
reduced light situations. The camera has small dimensions and is
connected to the MP4 recorder by a lightweight and flexible HDMI
cable. Three different interchangeable button size options are supplied
as well as two screw heads. Each screw-on camera-mounted button
has a set of matching buttons to complete a garment being adapted.

Two Recorder Options Available
This unit can be purchased with or without a screen. Both have the
ability to setup and live view what the camera is seeing using your
smartphone (free app can be downloaded.) For those who would prefer
a screen, there are also intuitive touch-screen menus allowing settings
to suit to be selected very swiftly and also the ability to playback
recorded media on the MP4 itself. Both recorders feature a maximum
resolution of 1920 x 1080 (1080P HD Mode) and an 720p lower
definition recording and supports SDHC Cards up to 32GB (16GB
supplied as standard).

Features
High grade button camera with
MP4 recorder/player kit
Full set of different sized buttons
and screw head option –
interchangeable (screw on/off)
1080P full HD video recording with
2 megapixels CMOS sensor –
H.264 encoding recording MOV file
format
High quality pinhole camera lens
with 78º angle of view
Very low light sensitivity minimum
illumination: 0.03 Lux @ F2.0
Recording resolution: 25fps: 1920
x 1080, 1280 x 720 Or WVGA
Wired HDMI input to MP4 recorder
and also input for wired controller
Robust MP4 recorder with 3.0”
touch-screen interface
MP4 recorder dimensions: 85 x 54
x 24mm
Manual / motion detection /
overwrite loop recording modes
Wired
remote
controller
for
start/stop recording – ideal for
discreet selective video capture...

Time and Date Watermarked Video Stamping
Constructed from quality materials, the MP4 has an SD card recording
system with

Please note that more information available online.
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